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1. Introduction 

The magic word that links variational convergence of functionals and conver
gence of values and solutions of the associated variational problems is "coer
civity" . Recall that an (extended-real-valued) function f on a topological (e.g. 
metric) space X is called coer-c·ive if there is an a > inf f such that the a -sulJievel 
set La(!) = {x: f(x) :Sa} is relatively compact . A sequence (in) is 'Uniformly 
coeTcive if for any a E lR there is an n(a) such that Lo: Un) is either empty or 
relatively compact for each n 2: n(a ). 

The two fundamental facts concerning coercivity and convergences arc the 
following: 

FACT 1: a coercive lower sernicontinuous function attains its minimal value; 
FACT 2: if a sequence (in) f-converging to f is uniformly coercive, then iuf fn 
converges to inf f and , in case when I inf !I < oo , any sequence (xn) such that 
fn(xn )- inf fn -> 0 contains a subsequence converging to a minimizer of f. 

A natural question is what happens and what can be done if the coercivi ty 
property does not hold . As far as an individual function is concerned, a general 
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recipe is to try to construct a coercive relaxation of the function, find a mini
mizer of the latter and then, with the help of this minimizer, try to recover a 
minimizing sequence for the original fu nction. 

Much less (if anything) is known about behavior of minimal values and 
minimizers of non-uniformly coercive sequences of functions. Simple examples 
can be given to show that in the absence of uniform coercivity the minimal 
values do not converge to the minimal value of the f-limit. 

Consider for example the problems of minimizing 

[
1 

lu(t)l 
In('u(·)) = Jo e--n- dt 

over the collection S ( x) of surnmable functions ·u( t) whose integrals over [0, 1] 
are equal to X. It is an easy matter to verify that the functionals In r-converge 
in L 1 to the function identically equal to one while the minimal value of every 
In on every S(x) is zero. On the other hand, the relaxation of every In in the 
weak topology of L 1 is zero (see Theorem 1 below), and the natural question 
is whether and in which sense the functional identically equal to zero can be 
considered a sort of a limit of In· 

The purpose of the lecture is to discuss the questions in the context of one 
of the simplest problem of calculus of variations. 

2. Relaxations, extensions and f -limits 

I shall begin, however, by recalling some basic definitions and concepts already 
mentioned in the Introduction. 

A Telaxation of a function f is the greatest lower semicontinuous function 
majorized by F, that is to say, a lower semicontinuous envelope of J: 

f(x) = sup{,B(x): ,8:::; f & ,8 continuous}. 

The indefinite article has been used since t here is always a certaiu freedom of 
choosing a space and/or topology with which the function is considered. 

In case when the function is considered on a metric space, a convenient 
characterization of the relaxation can be given, namely 1 is the relaxation of f 
if 

for any :r: and for any sequence (xn) converging to x, lirninf f(xn) 2:: f(:r:); 
for any x there is a sequence (xn ) converging to :c such that limsupf(xn):::; 

f(x). 

We refer to Buttazzo (1989) and Dal Maso (1993) for details. 

Along with relaxatiou we shall use a weaker concept of an extension of the 
function introduced in loffe-Tihomirov (1969). Namely, iff is a function on a 
metric space X, then a functiou g on (generally) another metric space Y is an 
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:1: EX g(1r(x)) ::; f(x) and for any y E Y either g(y) = oo or there is a sequence 
(:en) such that 7r(xn)---+ y and lim sup f(xn) :S g(y). 

It has to be emphasized that in both definitions the functions are assumed 
extended-real-valued and defined on the entire domain space. We shall adhere 
to this assumption. 

The last definition to be recalled is that of f-convergeuce (or epi-couvergen
ce). We shall state the definition only for functions on metric spaces as we do 
not need more general settings. A sequence (in) is said to f-converge to f if 

for any x and any sequence (xn)---+ x, lirninf fn(xn) ~ f( x) and; 
for any x there is a sequence (xn) converging to x such that lim sup fn(xn) :S 

f( x) . 
This concept is going back to works of Wijsman, Mosco and DeGiorgi of the 

1960's and 1970's. We refer the reader to Attouch (1984), Dal Maso (1993) and 
(for the finite dimensional case) to Rockafellar and Wets (1997) for details and 
more information. 

The following simple facts should be mentioned in connection with the def-
initions: 

every sequence has a f-converging subsequence; 
relaxation is the f-limit of the stationary sequence fn = f; 
f-lirnit is always a lower sernicontinuous function; 
extension is not necessarily lower semicontinuous. 

3. The class of problems to be considered 

These are problems of the form: 

minimize IJ('U(-)) = 11 
f(t, lL(t)) dt 

over all sununable JRd -valued functions 'U(-) satisfying 

11 

lL(t)at =X. 

(1) 

(2) 

With all the simplicity of the formulation this class of problems contaius 
optimal control problems with data depending linearly on the state variable 
(see Ioffe and Tihornirov, 1974, §9.3 for details): 

minimize 

s.t. 

11 
[(a(t)I 'U(t)) + b(t, lL(t))]dt; 

:i: = A(t)x + B(t, ·u), ·u E U(t); 
x(O) = xo, x(1) = x1. 

(Here (·I·) stands for the inner product). Moreover, the results to be discussed 
can be extended to cases when integration is performed over a complete metric 
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We shall study the problem under fairly non-restrictive assumptions on j, 
namely: 

(Al) f is a nonnegative extended-real-valued function on [0, 1] x JRd; 
(A2) f(t, n(t)) is Lebesgue measurable if so is n(t); 
(A3) there is a surnrnable u(t) such that f(t,u(t)) is surnrnable. 

The natural space to consider the problem is, of course, L~, the Lebesgue 
space of all summable 1Rd-valued functions on [0, 1]. According to the well
known compactness criterium going back to de la Vallee-Poussin, the functional 
If is coercive in the weak topology of L~ ( coercivity in the norm topology is 
of little interest) if and only if there is a function <p( x) (on JRd) growing to 
infinity superlinearly (that is, (<p(x)/llxll) ____, oo when ll:rll ____, oo) such that 
f(t, :c) 2: <p(x) for all x E JRd for almost every t. On the other hand, to guarantee 
that If is lower semicontinuous with respect to the weak topology we ltave to 
require that f be convex as a function of ·u . 

If the integrand fails to have these two properties (superlinear growth and 
convexity), a coercive relaxation of the functional can be constructed in a dif
ferent space, namely in the space M d of all1Rd-valued Radon measures on [0, 1], 
if we consider every n(-) E L~ as a density of an absolutely continuous measure 
and set for avE Mel 

Jf(v) = {If (:) , if vis absolutely continuous; 

oo, otherwise. 

The relaxation theorem for Jf proved by the eud of the 1980s and associ
ated mainly with the names of Ambrosio, Bouchitte, Buttazzo, De Giorgi and 
Valadier (see Buttazzo, 1989, for details) is stated as follows: 

Let <p00 stand for the recession funct ion of a closed convex function <p on JRd: 

(for x E dom f). 

THEOREM 1 Assume (A1)-(A3). Then the relaxation of Jf in the weak-staT 
topology of Md is 

where g(t.u) is the pointwise snpTernum of functions (a(t)i ·u) + b(t), s·uch that 
a(t) ·is continuo·us, b(t) is mew;·umble and (a(t)i·u) + b(t) ~ f(t, ·u) fo·,. all ·u 
almost everywhere on [0, 1]. 

Here Va and 1/8 stand for the absolutely continuous and the singular parts of 
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limiting behav ior of I 1 : rapid oscillation Jeadiug to couvexification (as, say, with 
'Ltm(t) = sigu(sin Tnt)) for the BoLm integrand f (t , u) = (1-·u2

)
2

) and blowing up 
trajectories in the absence of superlinear growth leading to singularities in the 
limiting measure (as say with um(t) = min{rn, r 1 } in the case of t he integrand 
f ( t, u) = t2 ,u2 suggested uy Weierstrass) 

The functional :lq is coercive (with respect to the weak-star topology) if ami 
only if tltere are a positive n and a surnmaulc /3( t) such that g( t, u) 2: o: llull +/3( t) . 
T heorem 1, however, is valid withou t any a priori restrictions ou tlre rate of 
growth of f. 

4 . Extension via duality 

A certain inconveuience of the quoted relaxation theorem comes from the fact 
that it does not offer auy constructive procedure to calcula te the iutegrand g . 

Examples show (e.g. Buttaz;zo , 1989) tha t eve ll iu simple situations this requires 
substantial effort. 

In this sectiou I shall describe a theory developed in Joffe ami Tihornirov 
(1969, 1974), almost 20 years prior to the proof of the relaxatiou theorem which, 
however , remained largely unknown due to political situatiou in the former 
Soviet U niou rather than for any scientific reason. The theory allows to obtain 
au easily calculabl e ex tension of I1 in the sarne space M " whicl!, although not 
being lower semicout inuous, do have wininriz;ers in the coercive case (am! eveu 
mrder a somewhat weaker assumptiou ). Moreover, the rnininrizing rneasures 
whose exis tence is provideJ by tl!e theory have very simple struct ure, with tlw 
siugular parts cousistiug of at most r.l jumps (that is, they are SBV-fuuct ious iu 
the moJeru terminology) . 

Cousider the value fuuctiou of (1),(2): 

V(:~:) = iuf { I 1 ('U(-) ): 11 

'U(t) r.lt = x } · 

This is a convex fuuction on JRd, its Fenchel conjugate being 

t V*(p) = s~~p ((pi :c )- V(:~:)) = Jo .f*(L,p)r.lL, 

where .f* is the Fe11chel conjugate of .f with respect to 'II,, ami COHSequently, its 
second conjuga te is 

V(:1:) =sup ( (pix)- {
1 

.f*(t,p)dt). 
P lo 

In particular, if :c E ri( Jom V ), then, of course, V ( :~: ) = V ( :~:) and 8 V (:c) =f. 0, 
that is there is a p_1 such that 

Tlf , •. \ 'T7*f ... \ f -. 1 ... \ 
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DEFINITION 1 A point t E [0 , 1] is called p-m·dinary if f*(t,p) is sumrnable 
in a neighborhood oft (of course we speak about a neighborhood in [0, 1]!). 
Otherwise t is called p- extmordinm-y. 

Set 

P(t) = {p E !Rd: tis p- ordinary}. 

Then, P( t) is a convex-valued lower semi-continuous mapping with nonempty 
values (indeed, by (A3 ) j*(t, 0) is sunnnable, so 0 E P(t) for every t). Set 

p = nP(t). 

Clearly, P is nonernpty and coincides with the domain of V* . 
Let s(t, ·) be the support function of P(t): 

s(t,w) = sup (plw ). 
p El'( I.) 

We define the collection K of measures v E Md with purely discrete singular 
parts containing at most d jumps. That is , v E K if and only if 

k 

v. = LWiET;! k ~ d, 
i = l 

where Wi E !Rd and ET is the unit mass at T. 

Next we define an extension of I 1 to Md by 

IJ(v) = { 11 

f(t, dva(t)jdt)dt + ~ .s(T;, w;), 

oo, 

if u E K; 

if v rf, K. 

The verification that. If is indeed an extension of If is not difficult. It is 
a lso clear that J1(u) ~ I 1(v) for a ll v E Md. It can be furth er shown tha t I 1 
is coercive if and only if E intP. 

Consider the problem 

minirni;ce II(v), s.t.1
1 

dT/ =:c. (3) 

THEOREM 2 Ass·urne (A1), (A2). S·uppose :c E ri(dom V). Then v ·il) a l)ol·ui'ion 
of (3) if and only 'if J dv = x and the·re is a p E P such that 

(a) f *( ) f( dl/a(t)) ( I dua(t)) [ ] t, p + t, --;u- = JJ ----;;;:-- , a. e. on 0, 1 

and 

fl.\ .. (_ .. .. \ _ ( .. . 1 .. .. \ · ' - ' 1 .. 
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It follows in particular from (a) that f(t, dva(t)/dt ) = j**(t, di/a(t)/dt) al
most everywhere. The second equali ty means that every tv;, if Jistinct from 
zero, belongs to the cone normal to P(T;) at w;. Moreover, as P C P(t) , the 
equality (pix) = supqEP(qlx) must also hold, that is, pis also normal to P at 
every nonzero w;. 

The next theorem contains a condition , which guarantees the existence of a 
solut ion in (3). This condition turns out to be slightly weaker than coercivity: 
it actually says that the value function of (3) Jiffers by a linear function from 
a coercive function. Recall that f(t , 'li) is a normal integranu if it is lower 
semicontinuous with respect to ·u and the epigraph of y, 

epi g = {(t,'li, et) E [0., 1] x !Rd x lR : a 2: g(t , ·u)} , 

belongs to the u-algebra generateu by a ll prouucts of Lebesgue measurable sub
sets of [0, 1] and Borel subsets of JRd x JR. 

THEOREM 3 Let j be a nonnal integrand. ff intP =j; 0, then (3) has a iiolv.tion 
fo ·r every :c E ri(dom V). 

The example below shows tha t the problem (3) may have solutions even 
without the assumption tha t the interior of P is nonempty. 

EXAMPLE (see Buttazzo, 1989). Let f (L, 'Lt) = a(t)~, a(t) 2: 0. Set 

c = inf{c: > 0: a(t) < c: on a set of positive measure} 

We have 

f*(t ,p) = { -Ja2(t)- p2, 
00, 

if l;ul ~ a(t) 
otherwise. 

Au easy calcula tion reveals that P = [- c, c] anu If is coercive if ami ouly if 
c > 0. If so , theu by Theorem 2 a solution in (3) exists. Set 

p 

{ 
if IPI ~ c; 

vp(t) = Ja2(t) _ p2' 
oo , otherwise. 

Then, Yp is st rictly increasing when p changes between -c anu c anu the struc
ture of the solution depeuds on whether ·uc is surumable. If uot , theu for any 
:c there is precisely one p such that y1, = :c in which case by Theorem 2 the 
solution is alJsolutely continuous with deusity vp( l;). Otherwise, such a solution 
exists for :r with i:ci ~ Yc. and in case when the a!Jsolu te value of :c is greater than 
Yc, we always have p = c · sign :c ami in priuciple there may be Jll any solutions 
with the common uensity v1,(t) ami a ju rup of the size w = (i:c i - Yc)sigux at 
any Tat which P(T) = [-c, c]. 

If c = 0 (uon-coercive case), then P = {0} . Set T0 = {t E [0 , 1] : P (t) = 
{0} }. Theu , T0 =j;0. Iudeed , if we assume that intP (L) =10 fo r all t , tben takiug 
iato accoun t tbe obvious sy uuuetry of every P(t) with respect to zero and lower 
::;em icoutinuity of P(-) , we !lave to conclude that 0 is an interior point of P. 
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5. Sequences: uniformly coercive functionals 

In what follows we shall consider the sequences of functionals 

j
· l 

In(u(-)) = Ifn (u(-)) = 
0 

fn(t, ·u(t)) dt 

and associa ted varia tioual problems (1), (2 ), first under tlte condition tha t the 
corresponding functionals In (v) are uniformly coercive in the weak-s ta r topology 
of M d. The structure ofr -limits of such sequences in the weak-st a r topology was 
described in Bouchitte (1987). Under (A 1) and (A 2), the sequence is uniformly 
coercive in the weak-star topology of M d if there are a c > 0 and a sunuuable 
fun ction po(t ) on [0, 1] such that for every n 

f n(t, u) 2: cll·ull + Po(t) , V ·u E !Rd a .e. on [0 , 1] . (4) 

THEOREM 4 Ass'Ume that all integmnds J, sat·isfy (A 1) , (A2) a.nd the .following 
cornpa. tibihty hypotheses: 

(A 4) there is au(-) E L~ and a. s·u·rnrnable fun ction p(t) s·uch that for ever·y 
n 

j, (t ,u(t))dt::; p(t ) a.e .. 

S·uppose .fm·the·,· that seq'Uence (I ,) is 'U nifonnly coercive ·in the weak-star topol
ogy of M el and r -conve'I"!JeS in the sa.Tne topology to a. funct·ional J. Then, there 
are a probability meas·u·re J.1, on {0, 1) and a. nonnal convex integmnd g( t , u) with 
g00 be·ing loweT sernicontin'UO'US j ointly ·in ( t , ·u) such /.hat 

Here lla. a nd v8 are absolu tely continuous a nd the singular pa rts of v with 
respect to {L. 

We recall that g(t , u) is a nonnal convex ·inleg·rand if it is a nonnal iutegraml 
and a convex function of n. It is a lso wort h noting that the assumption that I n 
f- converge is not very restrictive as (thanks to the fact that bounded sets iu Md 
a re metrizable in the weak-st ar topology) the restrictiou of the the functionals 
to any bounded set contains a f-converging subsequence. 

There is one subtle difference between the relaxa tion theorem (Theorem 1) 
a nd Theorem 4: while the fi rst offers , though non-constructive, descrip tiou of 
the limiting integraud g(t , u ), the second is a pure exis tence theorem which does 
uot give a ny indication of how the integrand of the f-lirnit can be found . 

6. Sequences: t he general ca se 

We have already mentioned in the Int roduction that the f-limit of the functiou-
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problems. We shall now describe another type of limiting behavior of tbe func
tionals In , which coincides with the !'-convergence iu the weak-star topology of 
the associated functionals Jn if the sequence is uuifonnly coercive, and always 
generates convergence of the value functious of the problems. The proofs of the 
results will appear in the forthcoming paper by Ioffe and Freddi (2002 ). 

We need some additional nota tion a ud defiuitions. The words "open in
terval" will be used to refer to subintervals of [0 , 1] which are open iu [0 , 1], 
tha t is having one of the following forms: [0, 1], [0 , cv), (f], 1], (ex, (3 ), where 
0 < a < (3 < 1. Set 

Vn(x) = iuf{I11 ('u(-)): 11 

u(t) dt = :c } ; 

1,(6, 'U(-)) = i fn(t , 'lt(t)) dt ; 

Y:,(6 , :1:) = inf{I,(u(-) ) : i 'U(i) dt = :r} . 

If 7r is a partition of [0 , 1] by poiuts 0 < T1 < .. . < T k < 1, t heu we say that 
the interval 6 belong~ to 7r if 6 is either [0 , T; ), or ( T;, 1], or ( T;, Tj), 1 :::; ·i < j :::; 1. 
The d·iameler of 7r is maxo<i<k(T·i+ l - T;), where we set To = 0, T'·+l = 1. A 
sequence ( 7r m) of partitions decreases if every ll E 71",, belongs to 7r,.n. F iually, 
given a positive Radou nteasure JL on [0, 1], we say tha t a collection D of open 
intervals is 1-1.-dense if for every c > 0 ami every opeu interval 6 there is a 6' E D 
such tha t 6' C 6 and f-J.(ll \ 6' ) < c: . 

THEOREM 5 Let Cfn) be a seq·uence of inteyrands sat·isfyiny (A1), (A2) and 
(A 4 ) . Th en the·re ar·e a pmbal!il-ily n1.ea~u·re f-L on [0 , 1], a rw·rnwl conve:c ·in
tegmnd g(t , 'U ) on [0, 1] x JRri , a lower· ~erni- continuous conve:£-val·ued nw.]J]Jin.y 
P( t) and a ~ ·u!Jsequ en. ce nj of indices s·u.ch that fo ·r the functi onal~ 

t ( dl/o.) t ( rll/s ) 
H (1/) = Jo y t, J; elf-L + Jo s i , clll/sl ell l/s l; 

( f ( ell/ a ) ! ( ell/ s ) I H6 , 1/ )= Je:.g t,J; elJ-1.+ Je:. s t, elll/sl ll l/s l; 

and the val·ue fun ctions of the cor"''e~ponding va·riutional pmblem.s 

V (x ) = iuf { 7-i(//): 11 

Ill/ = :c } ; 

V(ll ,:c) = iuf { H (6 , 1/): L ell/ = :c } 

(a) the val-ue funct ions Vn i(6, ·) I'- converye to V**(ll , ·) for eve·ry ll of a 
f-L-d ense collection of 071en s·ubintervals of [0 , 1] ; 

(b ) ·if a sequence (1/j ) C M d converges to 1/ in the weak- ~ta ·r topology, then 

lin1 in f T (., . \ '> 'J-.1 (., \. 
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(c) jo'l· any v E Md there ·is a decr·eas·ing seq·uence ( 7rm) uj pa'l'l'itions of [0 , 1], 
w-ith diarneteTs go·ing to zem , by po·ints wh·ich ar·e not atoms of eithe·r J.L OT v and 
a seq·uence (vj) C Mel s·uch that 

lim suplnj(vj) S 71(1/ ); 
j-+ oo 

and joT any ,6_ belonging to one oj the parf'ifions, the seq'Uence l!,1 j (,6_, ·) f
conveTge to V**(.6. , ·) and 

lim r dvj = r dv. 
J-> oo }c,. }c,. 

Here, as in the preceding section , s( t, 'W) stands for the support function of 
P(t) and as in Theorem 4, Va and u8 are absolutely continuous and the singular 
parts of v with respect to J.L. 

This is the condition (c) that does not allow the type of convergence of uJ 

considered in the theorem to reach up to the real f- convergence. However , if 
the original sequence of the fuuctionals is uniformly coercive, in fact under a 
somewhat weaker condition in the spirit ofTheorem3, (c) reduces to the supre
mum inequality in the definition of t he f-convergence. Moreover the following 
convergence and existence theorem holds true. 

THEOREM 6 Ass·urne in addition that there m·e a q E JRd , an ·r > 0 and a 
seq'Uence (Pn) of nonnegat·ive functi ons w-ith 'U.'II:ifo ·nnly bu'Unded ·integmls s·u.ch 
that juT every n 

fn(t , 'U) ~ (qi'U)- Pn(t) a. e., 

pmvided llq- cJII ST. Then 

(a) the concl'Usion of TheoTem 5 holds wdh 71 being uct'U.ally the r -lintd of 
lnj 'in the weak-staT topology; 

(b) jo1· every x E ri( dom V) the pmblern 

minirni>te 71(1/), s.L 11 

dv = :c 

has a sol'Uiion belong·ing to K with jmnps at points which arE po·ints of cuntirm'ity 
u.f /.L· 

7. Constructions 

I conclude by adding a brief description of the constructions of the oLjects whose 
existence is stated iu Tl1e rem 5. 

7.1. Denote by A the collection of a ll opeu subsets of [0 , 1] (open with respect 
to [0 , 1]! ). Let us call au extended-real-valued function S(p, E) 011 JRd x A a 
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(i) S(-, E) is convex lower seruicoHti lluous for each E E A ; 
(ii ) for every p E A, S(p, ·) can be extended to a (possibly unbounded) 

positive Borel measure on [0, 1]. The following result (relating to so called f
convergence) can be extracted from Dal Maso (1993). 

THEOREM 7 Let (Sm) be a seq·uence u.f convex measures ·unifonnly bu·unded.fmm 
below. Then, there is a s·abequence ( Sn j) converging tv a certa·in convex measure 
S in the fulluw·ing sense: whenever E(t) ·is a stTictly incTeasing family of open 
s·ubsets of[0 , 1], the functions SnJ,E(t)) f-cunverge to S(-,E(t)) fur everyt 
with possible exception of countably many of them. 

At the first step we apply this theorem to Sn(P, ~) = v;(p, ~) . Let S(p, ~ ) 

be a limiting convex measure and (nj) the corresponding subsequence of indices. 

7.2. Let u be a Borel measure on [0, 1] bounded from below, e.g. nonnegative. 
We shall say (sec Definition 1) that a t E [0 , 1] is an ordinary point for u if 
u(~ ) < oo for some open interval ~ containiug t. We denote the collection of 
all such points by Od( u), This set is obviously open, that is-at most a countable 
uuion of disjoint open intervals ~i and this is an easy matter to show that there 
is a probability measure,\ on Od(u) such that the restriction of u to Od(u) is 
locally absolutely co11tinuous with respect to A. Such a ,\ can, for instance, be 
defined as follows: 

-\(E) = f: T; u(E n ~;) 
i= l l u i ( ~, ) 

(5) 

(the sum being takeu over t hose ·i for which lui(~;) > 0). 

7.3. We now defi11 e P(t) as the collcctioll of a ll p E JRd such that tis an ordinary 
poin t for S(JJ, -). As a ll f, a re nonnegative , a ll sets P(t;) contain zero, heucc are 
uonelllpty. Couvexity of S(-, ~ ) itnplies that P(t) arc convex sets . 

U11 like P(t) the rneasure J.L is not uniquely defined. Ill specific cases, when 
atL explicit expression for S(p, ~ ) is avai lable, tL call be obtained frotH it. A 
possible geueral scheme of obtaini11g a suitable J.L is t!te following. Let D be t he 
collectio11 of open iHtcrvals wit!t rat ional end poin ts (inclucliHg zero ami 011e). 
}or any ~ E D choose a detLse COU !lta ble subset of dom S(-, ~ ) and let n be 
the union of all such poitLts (over all ~ E D). Let fiually, Ap be t!tc probability 
Itteasure defi ned by (5) for u = S(JJ, · ). The11 , tL is defi11ed by 

p.(E) = (1/2) L(-\p(E) + meas(E)), 
pE n 

where 111eas(E) stands for t!te Lebesgue l!lcasure of E. 
F inally the normal convex integrand g(t, u) is defined in t hree steps as fol-
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to f.L on Od(S(p, ·) )for every p E II and defi ne for such p the function cp (t,p) as 
the density of S(p, ·)with respect to f..L if t E Od (S(p , ·))and infinity otherwise. 
Then we set 

d + 1 

·lj;(t, p) =iuf{La;cp(t, p;) : Pi E"II , LeY;= 1, L a; p; =p}. 
i =1 

and finally define g as the Feuchel conjugate of ·tj1 with respect to the second 
argument: 

g(t , 'U) = sup( (pi'U)- ·lj;( t , p)). 
p 

We fina lly note tha t although f.L is not uniquely defined , as soon as it is 
chosen, the integrand g is fully determined. 

7.4. Example 

Consider t he integrands (defined on [0, l] x R) 

f (t " ) _ { 0, if 0 ~ t ~ n -
1

, 

n ' .c - (a, (t)/ 2) l:c l2 , if n - 1 < t ~ 1. 

Assume that a.,(t ) > 0 for all n and t . T hen 

where r5{o} is the indicator of zero, that is the fuuctiou equal zero at zero and 
infiui ty outside. Assuming that u, (t ) = (an(t )) - 1 /2 arc suimnablc and converge 
weakly in L1 to some u(t ), we get 

S (· 6. ) = - bn(t )dt, 1f[O, n 1]n6. = 0 orp = O, 
{ 

IPI 2 J . _ 
n p , 4 Ll. 

oo, if [0 , n - 1] n 6. =10 and p =I 0. 

It is an easy matter to see tha t S, (·, 6.) f-converge to 

S(p, 6. ) = { 1Pd
2 i b(t ) dt, if 0 rf. 6. or p = 0, 

oo, if 0 E 6. and p =I 0. 

(Recall that 0 rf. 6. mea us tha t either 6. = ( n , (3) or 6. = ( n , 1] with n > 0 iu 
either case.) 

T herefore 

D I 1 \ _ r { 0} l if t = 0 l 
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Finally 

s(t,w)={~ ' 
{0} > 

if t = 0, 
if t J': 0, 
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so that v E dorn H only if the singular part of v is a Dirac rnesure a t zero: 
v8 = Aco and therefore dv = u( t )dt + A co for some tt(-) E L1 . Thus 

In particular , V(x) = 0 and for any x E R the measure solving the problem of 
minimizing H(1/ ) subject to the condition J dv = x is ii = :ceo. 

As to the H,,, and the corresponding vari a tional prol>lerns, it is quite clear 
that all V,, are identically equal to z;ero ami the so lu tions of the prol>lems 

. (t) _ { :r/n, 
u, ' - 0, 

if 0 ~ t ~ n - 1, 

if n - 1 < t ~ 1 

converge (weak-star in the space of measm es) to D. 
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